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Both YOUNG and STRONG in their concordances keyed to
the KJV tabulate the English words and give reference
to the Greek words behind them. They have individual
arrangements but either is easy to use and the giving
of the Greek words will allow one to go to the Lexicon
for fuller information.

Today there are similar concordances for the RSV,
the NIV, the NASB. Computer work has made the production
of concordances much easier.

ENGLISHMAN'S GREEK CONCORDANCE TO THE NEW TESTAMENT (Wigram)
is an old work that keeps showing up in new editions.
It words from the root of the Greek word and shows it
in Greek and then transliterated Greek to English
letters. The term you are looking for is shown in
italics and the context in which it is found is given
in English. This is the most likely useful Greek
concordance for persons in this class... although some
times following the transliterations is not easy.

A CORCORDANCE TO THE GREEK NEW TESTAMENT (Moulton and Geden)
is all in Greek and the roots are printed in uncials
The chief advantage is that the context can be verified...
the chief disadvantage is that you must read Greek to
be able to use it well.

There are many others.

--But a concordance assignment is not out of order. See how many
Greek words are translated "look", "receive", and "give". When
you discover the Greek word behind these, then see how many
different ways that Greek word has been translated. Get a
feeling for how the ideas of the translators powerfully affect
the text. This is for you to do, I will ask about it, but I
am not suggesting you turn it in!

6. Added vocabulary: Add these to your slowly growing vocabulary
list:
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And your assignment is:

--an hour of Greek reading with your "buddy"
--do the work given on pages 45-46

--review all the noun material from lessons 5-6
--do the assigned concordance study

--add the vocabulary above....

and stay out of trouble! There is on page 49 some more Greek if you want

something else for practice.
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